The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe.

GROW Curriculum Map Spring 1 2018
Maths

Our Curriculum
encourages us to continue to

G

ordering and rounding numbers in
tens,
Give time to work

collaboratively, deepen learning by valuing talk and
asking relevant questions.

R

hundreds and thousands. We will develop our rounding skills to be able to
estimate answers.

As readers and writers we will use GROW
to
develop our inference, retrieval and word
understanding skills.
We will create diary entries in role as one
of the
four children. We will prepare poems and

Reading to explore and

discover new learning and
skills.

O

As Mathematicians we will be comparing,

Literacy

Opportunities for

adventures and to learn
about the world around us,
using a range of resources.

W

Wellbeing of each

Wellbeing

Key Questions:

As healthy individuals
we will discussing
healthy eating



What was an evacuee during the WW 2 ?



What do you think will happen next to Lucy in the
story ?



How is Edmund’s experience different to Lucy’s ?



How would you describe the setting
of Narnia ?

and the availability of
food now and in the
WW2.
In PE we will be develop-

GROW Curriculum
Map

The Lion, the
Witch and the

Global and Cultural

Computing

Arts

As explorers of the world we
will

As digital learners we will
have a 4D

describe and understand key

aspects of physical geography

experience of snow and ice exploring our feelings about living in this

As creative artists we will look at the work of famous artists who produced winter landscape
paintings and then improve our mastery of art

including climate zones.

climate.

We will study WW2 as a
significant turning point in

We will be researching WW2
and climate change using the
internet.

STEM
As Scientists we will understand that environments can change and that this can sometimes
pose dangers to living things..

As technicians we will create light for Mr Tumnus’ house by creating circuits incorporating
switches and bulbs.

Branching Out

Our next parents evenings will be on Tuesday 6th and Thursday 8th February between the times of 3.30pm and 6.30pm.
You are invited to a maths mastery workshop on 14th February from 9.30 10.15am to be held in classrooms.

